Effects of blood flow, curved boundary and environmental conditions on temperature distribution in a two dimensional model of human skin and subcutaneous tissues.
A mathematical model for the study of the effects of blood flow, metabolic heat production, various environmental conditions and the presence of a curved boundary on the temperature distribution (TD) in a two dimensional model of human skin and subcutaneous tissues (SST) is presented. Based on physiological properties, the interfaces between epidermis-dermis (IED) and dermis-subcutaneous tissues (IDS) have been considered to be irregular and the regions of these layers have been divided into 109 triangular elements of various sizes which are connected with each other by 70 nodes. The results computed from this thermobiological mathematical model, using Galerkin's finite element technique, have been exhibited graphically. The effects of various environmental conditions, blood flow and metabolic heat production are found to be nonuniform on TD at the nodes situated at the same depth in SST. This nonuniformity in TD almost disappears at the nodes situated in dermis nearest to IDS except for the two of the six combinations, considered in the present study, in which highest values of blood flow and metabolic heat production have been considered. The rate of fall of temperature with respect to thickness (towards the skin surface) is higher at the straight boundary (SB) than at the curved boundary (CB). The temperature increases with respect to width (from SB to CB) in epidermis and dermis but decreases in subcutaneous tissues. This increase or decrease of temperature is more pronounced at the nodes situated near to, or at CB. The trend of these temperature profiles in SST reflects the dependence of TD not only on the environmental conditions and biophysical variables but also on the geometry of SST.